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Twisted by the Boss is the fourth book in the Tempted Series by Hazel Kelly.When Ella realizes that

getting over Will is easier said than done, she hopes a handsome stranger will be just what she

needs to move on. But when Will discovers someone close to him is interested in Ella, he is

overcome by jealousy.Will his reaction be enough to make him admit his true feelings or will his bad

behavior drive her away forever?**Warning: This romantic suspense series contains mature content

including explicit contemporary sex scenes and adult language.
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After reading the Tempted series by this author, Hazel Kelly, I can say I'm a huge fan. She has a

way of writing that engrosses me into the storyline and I'm not aware of anything until I've reached

the last page. This book was my favorite out of the series so far, but from how this book ended, I

have a feeling the fifth and last book is going to be my favorite! Outstanding addition to the

series.Ella knows breaking things off with her older boss, Will, was for the best, but she still is

struggling with her decision. She truly cares for Will, but since he's made it perfectly clear that he

does not feel the same, she knows nothing can come out of being with him. She's hoping that a

new, handsome stranger will be enough to get her mind, and maybe her heart, off of Will.When Ella



walked out on Will, for what she said would be the last time, he's conflicted. He feels something for

Ella, that much is true, but he isn't sure he could give her anything besides a sexual relationship.

Relationships and love can become messy, he knows that from experience, so he doesn't see the

problem with keeping things strictly physical. No romance or love allowed. Until he sees Ella with a

man who's close to him. He finds himself, shockingly, overcome with jealousy but doesn't know

what to do with it.He makes it known to Ella how he feels about her dating this man but will it be

enough? Will his emotional actions finally make him admit how he really feels about Ella, or will his

reaction drive her away from him. But this time, forever?Finally! The mighty Will realizes how much

of an idiot he's been acting like for the past three books and figures out his true feelings for Ella. I've

been waiting forever for him to realize he's the problem in their relationship, not her.

Ella has no idea what to do as her heart is hurting, even though she fell for Will she still believes that

it's her fault as she knows that she should never have let him get in the way. Now whilst she is at

work she can't bear to be in the same room as his personal assistant Emily or himself so for a few

weeks she has been sitting in the hotel cafÃ© doing her work but even when Will does ring her to

check where she has been hiding she still can't let herself give into him. The next thing that happens

is that a young attractive guy walks into the hotel and she can't help but stare as there is something

about him that is familiar but she can't seem to work out what it is. But when he heads over to her

table he is very talkative and very full on and even though she is trying to get her work done she still

responds very politely.Later on whilst Ella is working she has a phone call and the last person she

was expecting to call her was Ben, the guy that she met in the cafÃ©, she is shocked but a bit angry

to learn that he has her number as she didn't say he could have it. So when he keeps on being so

persistent about having lunch with her and she sees Will walking by her desk she can't help but

accept Ben's invitation in order to make Will jealous.When Will hears of this he can't believe that

she has already moved on so quickly so he decides to see who she is planning on going to lunch

with but when he sees that it's his own son he can hardly believe what he's seeing.

STARS: 5POV: FirstSERIES: YesCLIFFHANGER: YesWhat do you have when you have two

extremely hard headed people sticking to their guns and not willing to bend one inch for the other?

You have Will and Ella! Ella admitted to Will that she has feelings for him and Will basically threw

those feelings in her face. He is not willing to give Ella anything of himself except a physical

relationship. Ella is not willing to continue with their arrangement knowing she will end up falling in

love with Will and shattered at the end of it all. So Ella does the only thing possible in this situation:



she walks away from it.Now since they still work together, Ella is doing everything in her power to

avoid Will until she can get her feelings in check. In the meantime a very handsome stranger walks

into Ella's life. Deciding she needs a distraction from her constant thoughts of Will, she goes out

with the stranger. When I found out who the stranger was, I busted out laughing. It wasn't written to

be funny but Oh the irony! I couldn't help but to laugh at the situation. How did I not see that

coming? Perfect twist to the story! And their date, I could not wait for Will to find out where they went

and what they did!!!!What is our Will going to do now that he has competition for Ella? Will he step

up to the plate and finally admit the feelings he has been denying the whole time or will he bow out

gracefully allowing Ella the chance to find what he is not willing to offer her?I have to say that I

believe this has been my favorite volume in the series. We get to see Will unravel a little and lose

that hard shell of control he clings to so dearly. The plot twist in the book had me desperate to see

how things were going to play out.
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